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Narrowband Internet of Things (NB-IoT) is standardized by 3GPP as a novel radio-access
scheme for the next-generation IoT technology. In-band operation mode, as one of its
deployment methods, shares the spectrum of LTE. To avoid interference leakage on adjacent resource blocks (RBs), the spectrum sharing system needs a spectrally well-localized waveform. In this thesis, we investigate filtered-OFDM waveform for NB-IoT inband system. This is achieved by designing and exploiting optimized filter for each subband. Specifically, the optimum filter needs a suitable length, a relatively narrowed transition band, and adequate stopband attenuation, which efficiently reduces the required
guard-band, minimizing the related overhead in resource usage.
In the experiments, we simplify the system model by shifting the NB-IoT RB to the center
of the LTE spectrum. Firstly, we test potential filter types with various transition bands,
selecting suitable filter configurations with acceptable performance when the system operates under carrier frequency offset (CFO) of half subcarrier spacing. Then, we define
two different power level test cases, which are based on the minimum SNR for 1% uncoded bit-error rate (BER), for examining NB-IoT and LTE error tolerance in asynchronous cases, when NB-IoT system fails to synchronize to the time-frequency alignment of
LTE. Finally, the system performance in a multipath channel is evaluated. With filteredOFDM, the out-of-band emission is suppressed effectively and the tolerance to time and
frequency offset is significantly improved, which makes the proposed scheme suitable for
supporting asynchronous NB-IoT operation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the past few decades, wireless communication systems have progressed rapidly.
With the ever-growing number of users, our lives have changed widely by the fourth
generation (4G) mobile communication system called LTE (long term evolution). While
human-to-human mobile communications are expanding with new services and applications, also machine-to-machine type communications are expected to be deployed widely.
Everything connecting will be an inevitable trend and enable various novel application
scenarios for the next generation communication system. The Internet-of-things (IoT) has
become an important innovation engine for the ICT industry, and more and more innovative and promising IoT applications are expected to be deployed through 4G (and later
5G) networks, including the logistics market, vehicle communications, remote medical
service, and so on. Existing IoT devices utilize a local wireless network to establish connections to each other, which severely limits the availability of IoT services to mobile
users. [1]
To increase the IoT devices’ mobility and connection quality, and enjoy current mobile
cellular network connections, 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) introduced a new
radio access technology, namely Narrowband Internet of Things (NB-IoT). According to
the spectral localization of a NB-IoT physical resource block (PRB), three different operation modes can be defined: in-band, guard-band and stand-alone. NB-IoT system can
either occupy 1 PRB of LTE resources in the in-band option, or make of the guard-band
of LTE as transmission resource in the guard-band option. In case of stand-alone option,
NB-IoT could be deployed on a reframed GSM carrier, also called EC-GSM-IoT. In this
thesis work, we mainly consider enhancement of the in-band operation mode. [2][3][4]
In Release 13, NB-IoT in-band operation is based on 4G LTE framework, which keeps
most of LTE features and takes advantage of the LTE infrastructure. The underlying
waveform of NB-IoT adopts orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM).
OFDM enables LTE systems to benefit from high spectrum utilization efficiency, high
data rate, and robustness to multipath propagation environment, etc. [3]
Although the OFDM waveform has many advantages for LTE system, it suffers several
crucial problems [5]. The main drawback is the case that OFDM waveform contains high
out-of-band emission (OOBE), which is due to IFFT processing of OFDM modulation.
The in-band operation mode has NB-IoT and LTE in different sub-bands, and NB-IoT
occupies one PRB within the LTE spectrum resources. If one of them loses synchronization, high side lobe power will leak into adjacent user equipment (UEs), causing adjacent
edge users of NB-IoT and LTE to interfere with each other. On the other hand, OFDM
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system is very sensitive to the timing offset (TO) and carrier frequency offset (CFO),
these offsets are prone to appear in the two sub-band signals superposition process. Both
timing offset and frequency offset would destroy the orthogonality of the subcarriers. All
of these would reduce the performance of the system. The limited in-band spectrum resources motivated us to re-examine the underlying waveform. [6][7][8]
In this thesis, filtered-OFDM waveform, a promising 5G waveform candidate, is investigated in the in-band operation mode. To facilitate a simplified simulation model of the
filtered waveforms for NB-IoT and LTE sub-bands, we make a slight equivalent change
to the in-band signal model. By symmetrically shifting the PRB of NB-IoT to center of
LTE spectrum, we can simulate the filtered system performance with a simple FIR lowpass and high-pass filter for NB-IoT and LTE, respectively. In our experiments, we firstly
tested various potential filter types suggested by Huawei research, such as different window function types and equal-ripple filter. By comparing these filter types, root-raisedcosine (RRC) filter and equal-ripple filter emerged as a narrow transition bandwidth filter
designs of distinction. We defined optimum and critical power control scenarios, which
was based on the required SNR for 1% uncoded bit-error-rate (BER). Then, we selected
RRC and equal-ripple filter designs with mixed filter configuration to examine the filtered
system error tolerance in imperfect synchronization and non-ideal power control scenarios. Finally, we validated the capability of our filtered system by simulations in a wireless
propagation environment including a frequency-selective multipath channel model.
The remaining chapters of the thesis are organized as follows. The principles and the
background of the OFDM, LTE, and 5G waveform candidates are provided in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 introduces the theoretical background of IoT, including existing IoT systems
and the emerging 3GPP cellular IoT technology. Our system model and specific simulation configurations are discussed in Chapter 4. After that, the experimental results are
presented and evaluated in Chapter 5. Finally, the main conclusions and potential future
work are summarized in Chapter 6.
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2. OFDM BASED BROADBAND CELLULAR MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

2.1

OFDM basics

2.1.1 Introduction
In 1960s, the birth of multicarrier communication systems was realized, but for a long
while, its complexity was too high for commercial deployment and it was mainly considered for military applications. Subsequently, researchers actively explored ways to reduce
its complexity. Finally, in 1971, Weinstein and Ebert first discovered that Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) would be able to implement multicarrier modulation and demodulation
effectively, and the FFT-based scheme was named as OFDM. They introduced also the
idea of guard interval to deal with multipath transmission channels. However, the use of
the guard interval with multipath channel destroys the orthogonality between subcarriers
and greatly damages the performance of such OFDM schemes. In 1980, cyclic prefix (CP)
was proposed as an ideal protection interval scheme. Later, the FFT based CP-OFDM
hardware system was implemented and widely used as the basis for various wireless communication systems. [9]
The fourth generation (4G) communication system, also called long term evolution (LTE),
which services as mainly communication standard all over the world. 3GPP formulates
the physical layer transmission scheme in LTE system, which is OFDM access (OFDMA)
and single carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) in downlink and uplink
respectively [10]. A simple baseband OFDM/SC-FDMA transceiver is shown in Figure
2.1.
OFDM is a special multi-carrier transmission scheme, which can be regarded as a modulation technique or a multiplexing technique. Because of its technical maturity, it was
proposed as the downlink standard for LTE and a consensus on this choice was soon
reached. Regarding the choice of uplink technology, due to the high PAPR of OFDM,
some equipment vendors thought it will increase the terminal power amplifier cost and
power consumption, limiting the terminal battery lifetime. After discussions, the SCFDMA with low PAPR characteristics was adopted for the uplink transmission.
The main idea of OFDM is that the transmitter converts a serial high rate data stream into
multiple parallel low-speed sub-data streams by means of serial to parallel conversion.
Each sub-data stream uses traditional modulation schemes for low symbol rate modulation, such as phase shift keying (PSK) or Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM),
which transforms bits into symbol streams. Then, the symbol streams are mapped into
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different orthogonal subcarriers. The raw serial data can be obtained by performing the
reverse process at the receiver side, as shown in Figure 2.1. [9]

Figure 2.1 Baseband OFDM/SC-FDMA transceiver block diagram.
OFDM has many benefits as the waveform standard of LTE [11]:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Low speed parallel transmission: High-speed serial data flows through serial-to-parallel conversion, divided into several low-speed parallel data streams, and each parallel data stream adopts independent carrier modulation. The orthogonality between
sub-carrier helps to avoid interference, and the spectrum utilization is greatly improved because subcarriers are packed with maximum spectral-density.
Anti-fading and equalization: Each channel occupies a relatively narrow channel
bandwidth due to the division of the channel band by the OFDM, so it can be considered as a flat fading channel. In this way, OFDM technology has the characteristics
of anti-fading of the large bandwidth system and simple equalization of small bandwidth sub-carriers.
Robustness to Inter-symbol interference (ISI) of multipath delay: In OFDM technique, cyclic prefix (CP) can be introduced so that ISI can be efficiently eliminated
as long as the time interval of CP is longer than the channel delay spread. under these
conditions, the flat-fading subcarrier model applies precisely.
Adaptive multi-user scheduling: OFDM system can use frequency selectivity of
channel for multi-user scheduling, and users’ data streams can be scheduled on the
best frequency-domain resources for data transmission, thus obtaining multi-user diversity gain in frequency-domain scheduling.
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5.

DFT based implementation: Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) can be used for modulation and demodulation of OFDM signals, thus solving the technical problems of
OFDM implementation. In practical applications, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
and its inverse transform (IFFT) are often used in practice to realize the modulation
and demodulation of OFDM.

However, the CP insertion will decrease the spectrum efficiency and data rate. In addition,
possible carrier frequency offset (CFO) and timing offset (TO) have significant effects
on OFDM transmission, which result in system power loss and ICI/ISI. Strict time-frequency alignment is required to ensure correct demodulation. Undoubtedly, this will lead
to significant signaling overhead. Moreover, high peak to average power ratio (PAPR)
more easily causes nonlinear distortion in transmitter power amplifier, which makes mobile devices transmitter power amplifier design challenging.
The OFDM output sample sequence after IFFT processing, 𝑥(𝑘), can be written as:
𝑥(𝑘) =

1
𝑁

𝑗2𝜋𝑘𝑖/𝑁
∑𝑁−1
,
𝑖=0 𝑋(𝑖)𝑒

(2.1)

where 𝑁 denotes the IFFT length and 𝑋(𝑖) is the symbol modulated to subcarriers 𝑖.
From this equation, we can see that a single sample consists of the summation of all symbols, each multiplied by a phasor term. This summation leads to PAPR that is proportional
to 𝑁, in the worst case. In contrast, SC-FDMA has lower PAPR. Its basic principle is
similar to OFDM, only a DFT module is added before the sub-carrier mapping. The modulated data symbols are converted into frequency-domain, in other words, the single symbol information is extended to all the sub-carriers, and each sub-carrier depends on all the
information symbols. Therefore, SC-FDMA is also known as the DFT-spread-OFDM.

2.1.2 LTE numerology
Basically, in time domain, 1 subframe means 1 ms, which contains 2 slots. Subframe
provides the absolute time reference, independently of the selected numerology. Slot is a
fundamental scheduling unit: 1 slot contains 7 OFDM symbols. On the other hand, in
frequency domain, the main-lobe of each OFDM subcarrier is 15 kHz wide, and the subcarrier spacing is 15 kHz. 12 subcarriers and 1 slot compose 1 physical resource block
(PRB), which is the fundamental unit of LTE air interface allocation. Besides, the alternative LTE channel bandwidths are 1.4 MHz, 3 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz, 15 MHz, 20 MHz,
corresponding to 6, 15, 25, 50, 75, 100 PRBs, respectively. Figure 2.2 illustrates a typical
LTE frame structure in time-frequency domain. [18]
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.2 (a) LTE PRB/subframe structure, (b) LTE time domain frame structure with
CPs.

2.2

5G communications

2.2.1 Targets, applications and challenges
The next generation cellular mobile communication scheme is a hot topic in this realm,
for which a clear target has been established after years of discussion. In general, the
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consensus on 5G cellular network characteristics is high capacity, low latency, high reliability, massive connectivity and low power consumption. Naturally, it is not reasonable
to assume all these characteristics for all kind of services. Therefore, 5G is going to offer
three major different types of major application scenarios: enhanced mobile broadband
(eMBB), massive machine type communication (mMTC), ultra-reliable and low latency
communications (URLLC) [5]. Specific usage examples are illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 Future applications of 5G. [5]
Additionally, 5G has a variety of scenario and usage requirements, which demands a fusion of multiple wireless access schemes to ensure effective use of limited spectrum resources. Thus, the next generation communication standard will support multiple OFDM
numerologies. In addition to 15 kHz subcarrier spacing, it enables 15 × 2n kHz scenarios.
For instance, 30/60 kHz is available to dense-urban, lower latency and wider carrier bandwidth; 60 kHz or higher is used against phase noise in the frequency band over 10 GHz;
conventional 15 kHz supports the traditional wide area cellular band. Since various subcarrier spacings are adopted, the slot structure changes and becomes more complicated.
The minimum slot length contains 7 OFDM symbols for subcarrier spacing smaller than
60 kHz. Instead, the slot for subcarrier spacings greater than 60 kHz is composed of 14
symbols.
Generally speaking, 5G air interface roadmap contains both revolutionary and evolutionary elements. The former includes various key techniques to meet the future requirements,
such as massive multi-input multi-output (massive MIMO) multiantenna techniques, fullduplex transmission, software defined cloud-based network elements, etc. The latter consists of LTE enhancement, exploiting existing infrastructures. Moreover, after extensive
research efforts to develop new waveform solution for 5G, there is a tentative decision to
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use CP-OFDM with options to use spectrum enhancement techniques, e.g., based on filtering or time-domain windowing. Figure 2.4 shows the essential physical layer blocks in
each generation of wireless communication technology, as well as possible candidates for
each block in 5G. [5]

Figure 2.4 5G new air interface configuration and alternative technologies. [5]

2.2.2 Waveform candidates
Waveform technique is the key physical layer fundamental. OFDM brings us high transmission efficiency, easy implementation, and convenient application of various multiantenna transmission with many benefits. However, Internet of things, machine type communication and tactile network will have an important position in the future communication system, which evoke new requirements for the spectral characteristics, system delay,
power consumption, and synchronization. Conventional OFDM suffers from serious limitations of high out-of-band emission (OOBE), stringent synchronization requirements,
and only one waveform configuration in the whole channel. Thus, to satisfy the diverse
requirements, the underlying waveform should be revisited. [6]
The new waveform should be able to dynamically adapt to different application scenarios,
by selecting and configuring waveform parameters, whilst coexisting with conventional
CP-OFDM. In addition, 5G system will enable massive communication of IoT sensors,
and most of sensor devices perform irregularly communication with low data rate. On the
other hand, if IoT sensors utilize the LTE system, the current random-access mechanism
will produce a lot of signaling overhead, and closed-loop time synchronization will consume a lot of energy, shortening the terminal equipment battery life. Therefore, 5G waveform candidate should be capable of supporting asynchronous transmission to reduce signaling overhead and energy consumption of the system. [5]
Currently, the 3GPP baseline assumption of the waveform for below 40 GHz communications is CP-OFDM, possibly with additional spectrum enhancement methods. These
include time-domain windowing methods, referred to as weighted overlap and add
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(WOLA). A family of alternative schemes, generally considered to be more affective but
also more complicated, are referred to as filtered OFDM (f-OFDM). [36]
This thesis work mainly studies the most promising waveform f-OFDM, which used for
optimizing the in-band NB-IoT capability.

2.3

Filtered-OFDM and evolution

2.3.1 f-OFDM basics
To overcome the limitation of OFDM, f-OFDM is suggested by Zhang et al. [6], and
Abdoli et al. [7]. In this variant of OFDM, the system bandwidth is divided into a number
of sub-band, and together with sub-band-wise bandpass filtering, the scheme can support
asynchronous transmission. Figure 2.5 depicts an asynchronous uplink transmission
scheme based on filtered-OFDMA/filtered-SC-FDMA. On the UE side, there is a spectrum shaping filter 𝑓𝑖 (𝑛), which corresponds to the bandwidth of the active subcarriers.
On the other side, the BS performs a matched filtering process 𝑓𝑖∗ (−𝑛) on the received
signal to eliminate the interference from the other sub-bands. Moreover, each sub-band
can deploy different configuration parameters for specific applications. The filtering process makes the signal to have a very low out-of-band spectrum leakage so that the fOFDM system can use fragmented spectral portions and the spectrum efficiency is improved because a very low number of guard tones is sufficient between sub-bands [6][7].

Figure 2.5 UE to BS asynchronous filtered-OFDMA/filtered-SC-FDMA.
An example of the PRB configuration of f-OFDM with mixed numerology is illustrated
as Figure 2.6. We can see that the symbol duration (together with subcarrier spacing) can
be flexibly assigned. There is no requirement for orthogonality among the subcarriers of
different sub-bands, because filtering suppresses interference leakage between them.
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However, we need to introduce guard bands to ensure sufficient interference rejection.
LTE system uses 10% bandwidth as guard band. Through the filter design, the guard band
between adjacent sub-bands can be reduced to one or few subcarrier spacings, depending
on the acceptable level of crosstalk.
Regarding the f-OFDM evolution, Li et al. [8] proposed a non-continuous way to apply
the filtering process in spectrum fragments, named resource block filtered OFDM (RBF-OFDM), which efficiently exploits discontinuous spectrum fragmentation. Moreover,
the work published by Renfors et al. [12] showed that the resource block f-OFDM technique can be effectively realized by the fast convolution filtering scheme, which is less
complex and more flexible than time domain filtering.

Figure 2.6 Example of F-OFDM PRB partitioning to different sub-bands with different
numerologies according to different service requirements.

2.3.2 Filter design aspect
Filter parameter selection will have a significant impact on the system. These parameters
include passband ripple, transition bandwidth, stopband ripple, and filter length. Among
them, the passband ripple and stopband ripple influence on the frequency spectrum of the
signal. The OFDM channel equalizer is able to compensate minor imperfections of the
passband response. The stopband attenuation should be sufficient to reduce the interference leakage to an acceptable level, but generally modest stopband attenuation (say 2040 dB) is sufficient for this purpose. Therefore, these characteristics are not in the focus
of optimal filter design for this application. The transition band should be as steep as
possible to minimize the width of the guard band, which should be proportional to the
filter transition bandwidth. By not using the subcarriers that fall on the filter transition
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band, together with sufficient stopband attenuation, we ensure the suppression of interference leakage to adjacent sub-band signals in case of asynchronous or mixed numerology transmission. Minimizing the guard bands enhances the spectrum utilization efficiency. On the other hand, the filter length determines the time-domain tailing of signal.
Obviously, long signal tailing will introduce ISI. Thus, the filter parameter selection
needs to consider the tradeoff between the filter length and frequency domain characteristics. Therefore, in order to guarantee good system performance, the filter should be rationally designed such that all parameters meet the system requirements. [6][7][8][12]
Filter design is the core part of f-OFDM technique. Generally, only finite impulse response (FIR) filters are considered for this application. There are three basic approaches
for FIR optimization [6], windowed sinc method, equiripple method, and Raised-cosine
filter:






Windowed sinc method: The frequency response of an ideal filer is rectangular,
which can perfectly filter the signal, but the corresponding time domain sequence
𝑓𝑑 (𝑛) is non-causal and has infinite length. Window based FIR filter design utilizes different window functions 𝑤(𝑛), such as Hann window, Hamming window,
etc., to truncate the ideal low pass impulse response (also known as sinc function)
𝑓𝑑 (𝑛). Then, the filter time domain response 𝑓(𝑛) can written as the convolution
of 𝑓𝑑 (𝑛) and 𝑤(𝑛) [6][7]:
𝑓(𝑛) = 𝑤(𝑛) ∙ 𝑓𝑑 (𝑛),
(2.2)
Equiripple method: This type filter design utilizes Remez exchange algorithm,
which can minimize the transition bandwidth for given stopband attenuation and
passband ripple specifications, further reducing the interference between subbands. But the impulse response of the resulting filter is discontinuous at both
ends. Consequently, the time-domain characteristics of these filters are not so
good. In addition, the Remez exchange algorithm rather complicated and cannot
generate filters online. [6]
Raised-cosine (RC) and root-raised-cosine (RRC) filters are commonly used in
communications signal processing for pulse shaping and also for various other
purposes. These filters are defined in frequency domain, with the transition bandwidth (or roll-off) as the single design parameter. These filters have also infinite
and non-causal impulse responses and need to be truncated to final length by a
window function, which in the simplest case could be a rectangular window cutting the impulse response symmetrically to a finite length.

2.3.3 RB-F-OFDM
Basically, resource block filtered-OFDM (RB-F-OFDM) implements filtering process
per-PRB, which enables to exploit the different spectrum types, such as contiguous and
non-contiguous, and designing filter for each fragment dynamically. RB-F-OFDM takes
advantages of polyphaser filter bands and f-OFDM, by dividing the available spectrum
fragments into resource blocks (see Figure 2.7). This can be done in compatible way with
existing OFDM systems, for instance, the RB-F-OFDM receivers can also demodulate
OFDM signals. Figure 2.8 depicts the RB-F-OFDM transceiver block diagram, which
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contains a phase rotation unit to reduce PAPR of system. Assuming B sub-bands contain
the N available subcarriers, RB-F-OFDM generates 𝑆𝑖 (𝑛) by a smaller OFDM transmitter,
with a R-point IFFT. This signal is filtered with a FIR low pass filter after 𝑄 = 𝑁/𝑅 upsampling process. RB-F-OFDM presents a delightful performance regarding the OOBE
and adjacent channel interference rejection over f-OFDM. [8][32]

Figure 2.7 Non-contiguous spectrum divided into RBs.

Figure 2.8 RB-F-OFDM transmitter and receiver block diagram.

2.3.4 FC-F-OFDM
To boost the implementation efficiency of high-order filters, Renfors et al. [12] proposed
a novel scheme, which is named as fast convolution filtered OFDM (FC-F-OFDM). The
idea comes from the idea that multiplication in FFT-domain can effectively implement a
long impulse response linear FIR filter. Besides, increasing the overlap factor can eliminate the inherent cyclic distortion effect with affordable computational complexity. The
frequency response is determined by transition band weights in FFT-domain and the same
weights can be used for filters with different bandwidths through extending the passband
with unity-valued weights. Therefore, we can design FC filter in FFT-domain by optimizing the weight coefficients.
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Consequently, compared with the time-domain filter, FC-F-OFDM method has straightforward implementation and it is more flexible. Additionally, this scheme enables either
contiguous synchronous or asynchronously resource blocks operation. On the one hand,
for asynchronously resource blocks, the interference leakage between resource blocks can
be suppressed effectively. On the other hand, operation of contiguous synchronous resource blocks can implement without filtering guard-bands. [12]
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3. INTERNET OF THINGS

3.1

Introduction

The world is in the intersection of the physical world and the virtual world. Human-tohuman, human-to-things, and things-to-things are forming ubiquitous connections. Internet of things (IoT) is an important revolution in the information age, which is aimed at
realizing the connection of everything. This is essential for the construction of the smart
cities. Based on the ubiquitous cellular communication network, IoT technology can be
used as variety of wireless communication solutions in a wide range of fields, such as
remote meter reading, intelligent transportation, security monitoring and asset tracking,
etc. Many market prospects indicate that the M2M connections will have an explosive
growth in the following few years. Figure 3.1 is a vision provided by Cisco VNI Mobile,
2017.

Figure 3.1 M2M device connections forecast. [13]
We can classify the IoT techniques based on coverage and network quality as indicated
in Figure 3.2. [13]
1. Horizontal axis: It can be defined as short vs. long distance coverage. Short distance techniques include WiFi, Bluetooth and ZigBee, etc. However, those short
distance techniques are inherently limited by the coverage inherently, which accordingly restricts application scenarios. For example, remote measurement systems are usually placed in a basement or an out-of-the-way place, which requires
high coverage capability. Regarding long distance communication, the main representative techniques are NB-IoT, eMTC, LoRa, and SigFox. They are characterized by wide coverage, low cost, low power, and massive connection. We also
call this type of technology as Low Power Wide Area (LPWA).
2. Vertical axis: It can be divided into low, medium, and high data rate levels. Low
data rate (<200 kbps) refers to NB-IoT, LoRa, Sigfox, Bluetooth, ZigBee, etc.
short-range technologies, with main application scenarios like utility meters, meteorological / environmental monitoring, intelligent lock, intelligent parking. Medium data rate (<1 Mbps), techniques include eMTC, GPRS/CDMA, WiFi, etc.,
and they have application areas like wearable equipment, banking point of sale
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(POS) devices, fleet management, etc. High data rate includes vehicle networking,
video monitoring, remote surgery, etc. These scenarios, which need over 1 Mbps
data rate and are served mainly by 4G LTE and 5G techniques.

Figure 3.2 Different IoT techniques
LPWA IoT networks can generally be classified into unlicensed networks and evolution
of 3GPP licensed networks. Unlicensed networks, including LoRa and SigFox, mostly
are nonstandard and custom implemented. Those schemes operate mostly in ISM (Industrial Scientific Medical) band and have been deployed in numerous fields. On the other
hand, 3GPP licensed networks, like NB-IoT and eMTC, are evolving with existing cellular networks and bring potential business opportunities for mobile operators. [15]

3.2

IoT evolution roadmap

At present, the existing IoT applications supported by 2/3/4G suffer from several drawbacks:


Inadequate coverage for typical application scenarios, for instance: indoor wireless meter reading, remote area environmental monitoring, underground resource
monitoring, etc.
 Excessive terminal power consumption.
 2/3/4G cannot meet the demands of the future massive terminal deployment.
 High overall cost, considering communication module and application development.
This motivates the development of new cellular IoT schemes. Figure 3.3 illustrates different steps in the cellular IoT evolution. As we can see from the roadmap, there are two
major factions within the 3GPP solution of the Internet of things. One is the eMTC technology based on LTE network adaptation for these applications, and the other is the new
NB-IoT technology. Moreover, 3GPP defines different configuration requirements for
different users. The Cat-NB1 has the simplest structure and discards the voice communications to reduce the cost and complexity of terminals. The relationship between NB-IoT
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and eMTC is a long-term coexistence, because the market positioning is different, eMTC
is for medium-rate IoT demand, and NB-IOT to solve the low-rate demand. [16] [17]

Figure 3.3 Cellular IoT schemes evolution roadmap. [17]

3.3

NB-IoT designing features of 3GPP Release 13

NB-IoT is included in 3GPP Release 13 as a new Internet of things wireless access technology. As a low-power wide-area wireless access technique, NB-IoT has the advantages
of wide coverage, massive connectivity, low power consumption, and low cost [3][19].





Coverage: Compared to the traditional global mobile communication system
(GSM) network, NB-IoT can provide 20 dB coverage gain, and its link budget
reaches -164 dB;
Connecting: NB-IoT can support 5~10 million devices per sector;
Low power consumption: NB- IoT Internet of things terminals, according to different business models, have up to 10 years life cycle;
Low cost: The cost of the NB-IoT module is expected to be around $5, which has
significant cost advantages compared to a 3G/4G module.

3.3.1 Enhancing indoor coverage
The existing IoT equipment suffer from network coverage problems, for example, a utility
meter is often placed in a deep basement. Compared with a typical smart phone case, the
height difference results in a 4 dB attenuation, and the lid of the equipment will have 10
dB additional attenuation. Thus, the 3GPP has set a coverage target (see Table 3.1), which
extends 20 dB over the existing commercial GPRS devices. This target can be achieved
by: 1. Improving power spectrum density (PSD), 2. Using repeated transmissions, 3. Deploying at low frequency band. [26]
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Table 3.1 3GPP specifications for the maximum coupling loss (MCL). With the new
standard, a Cat-M1 device link budget improves to 156 dB, which is a +11 dB improvement over conventional LTE. Besides, Cat-NB1 is further increased to 164 dB.
Type

Uplink
(dB)
-144
-144
-156
-164

GSM/GPRS
Broadband LTE
LTE-M (eMTC)
NB-IoT

Downlink
(dB)
-149
-150
-156
-164

1.Improving PSD
Reducing the transmission bandwidth enhances the power spectral density of IoT terminals, as presented in Table 3.2. Under the same transmission power, a single-tone NBIoT transmission has 12 times higher PSD over a typical GPRS equipment. This corresponds to 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(12) = 11 decibels. Single-tone NB-IoT and 2G/3G/4G IoT uplink
bandwidths are 3.75/15 kHz and 180 kHz (without guard-band), respectively. Hence in
NB-IoT, a unit bandwidth carries more energy than that in 2G/3G/4G, providing higher
SNR at receiver, and it can cover a longer distance.
Table 3.2 PSD comparison between a NB-IoT and typical GPRS equipment in the same
frequency.
Type

Power
(mW)

Bandwidth
(kHz)

PSD=Power/Bandwidth
(mW/kHz)

Ratio

NB-IoT

200

15

13.33

12

GPRS

200

180

1.11

2.Repetitive transitions
NB-IoT obtains time diversity gain by repeating transmission, and adopts low order modulation to improve demodulation performance and enhance coverage. This mechanism is
like the case where we cannot easily hear the message at once, and we can repeat the
message several times, which increases the probability to be heard. In the 3GPP standard,
all physical channels can apply repetitions, providing gains of 3-12 dB in theory (see
Figure 3.4) [20]. Nevertheless, the transmission rate drops by half when we repeat the
message once, while the coverage increased by 3 dB. The maximum uplink repetition is
128 times, but considering the rate of cell edge scenario and data channel capacity, uplink
retransmissions are limit to 16 times, corresponding to 12 dB actual gain.
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Figure 3.4 Data retransmission model
3. Deploying in low frequency band
Although NB-IoT can be assigned to any frequency band, but considering coverage requirements, generally, below 1 GHz is selected for its deployment [21]. Compared with
high frequency, low frequency has the advantages of lower path loss and stronger diffraction ability, which are more suitable for long-distance coverage.
By those schemes, we can ensure the 20 dB gain for NB-IoT, even if GPRS devices using
the maximum transmission power 2000 mW (10 dBm higher than NB-IoT), we can utilize
3.75 kHz subcarrier spacing and increased number of retransmission to compensate the
power difference.

3.3.2 Improved power efficiency
NB-IoT devices are mostly battery-powered, and a long battery life is very desirable.
Especially in massive deployments, battery changing would be a huge overhead compared to the economic benefits it can bring. Thus, 3GPP has set the long battery life as
one of the main improvement target. There are two new low-power schemes for cellular
IoT devices adopted by 3GPP: power saving mode (PSM) and extended discontinuous
reception (eDRx). [3][19]
Power Saving Mode: IoT devices are different from mobile phones, which might just
report one or two messages per day or week. Thus, it’s possible to stay a long time asleep,
instead of monitoring the network at all times, reducing power consumption of RF and
signal processing, etc. PSM technology (see Figure 3.5) is introduced in Release 12,
which allows the devices to remaining registered in the network while in the PSM sate.
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Figure 3.5 PSM scheme.
Extended discontinuous reception: eDRx is similar to DRx, which has idle and connected
states (see Figure 3.6). However, eDRx supports longer period of paging monitoring for
achieve power saving purposes. In addition, the conventional 2.56 s paging interval would
result in severe power consumption for IoT devices, while downlink transmits data infrequently. Through the coordination of the core network and the terminal, the devices can
skip most of the paging monitoring, and stay up to 2.91 h in disconnection state.

Figure 3.6 eDRx scheme.
From the above analysis, whether it is PSM or eDRx, it can be regarded as extending
sleep duration to reduce power consumption, which actually sacrifices the real-time requirement [22]. In comparison, eDRx saves less power, but it has better real-time performance. This means that we need both PSM and eDRx scheme, they can be used to adapt
to different scenarios, such as eDRX may be more suitable for object tracking, and PSM
is more suitable for smart metering and environmental monitoring.

3.3.3 Reduced complexity
For the sake of mass-scale deployments, competing against existing IoT technologies
such as Sigfox, LoRa, ZigBee, etc., NB-IoT scheme needs to reduce costs to facilitate
market promotion. 3GPP effectively reduces the cost of NB-IoT communication modules
to $5 by simplifying the duplex model, the physical layer and the protocol stack, etc. [33]
Duplex mode: due to less-frequent data transmission, NB-IoT devices can simplify the FFDD (full frequency division duplex) to H-FDD (half frequency division duplex), where
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uplink and downlink transmissions are carried out on different carrier frequency bands
but not at the same time (see Figure 3.7). This is similar to the basic GSM duplexing
scheme. In this case, transceiver structure is simplified, and the cost of the duplexer is
saved. Although NB-IoT has networking problems with TD-LTE, it can utilize GSM as
an alternative method.

Figure 3.7 Frequency division duplex
Physical layer: the chip cost can be reduced through narrow bandwidth, low data rate and
simplified channel in physical layer. NB-IoT terminal’s working bandwidth is only 1 PRB
(180 kHz) of conventional LTE. Narrow bandwidth helps it without complex equalization
algorithms. Compared with LTE, the channel and physical layer process complexity is
reduced by the narrow bandwidth also indirectly, such as PHICH (Physical Hybrid ARQ
Indicator Channel), PCFICH (Physical Control Format Indicator Channel) and PUCCH
(Physical Uplink Control Channel) are removed. In addition, NB-IoT only support a
QPSK and BPSK modulations, which means ensured reliability but reduced data rates.
[23]
Hardware simplification: Figure 3.8 illustrates the general NB-IoT devices hardware
structure. We can see that the antenna model has changed from the original 1Tx/2Rx to
the 1Tx/1Rx configuration. The complexity of the antenna, including antenna algorithms,
will be effectively reduced. Moreover, low sampling rate and data rate can make cache/
Flash RAM requirements reduced; low power consumption means that a simple and small
PA (power amplifier) is enough, simplifying the RF design. Furthermore, NB-IoT devices
remove the IP multimedia subsystem (IMS) stack directly, which means that it will not
support the voice service.
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Figure 3.8 Popular CAT-4 (e.g. iPhone 6) and NB-IOT device hardware comparison.

3.3.4 Massive connectivity
NB-IoT aims to support a large number of low-throughput devices, i.e., a massive of
connectivity. Each cell-site reaches 50K connections, which means that in the same base
station, NB-IoT can provide 50~100 times more access than the existing wireless technologies. Next, we will introduce the 50K cell model, how to implement it and existing
problems. [19][24]
The 50K NB-IoT user density is based on two hypotheses, one assuming that the number
of NB-IoT devices in each family is 40, and the other is the density of the families in
London. This is summarized in Table 3.3. [24]
Table 3.3 Device density assumption per cell [24]
Case
Urban

Household DenInter-site Dissity per Sq km tance (ISD) (m)
1517

1732

Number of devices
within a household

Number of devices within a
cell site sector
40
52547

The 50K per cell-site goal benefits from traffic model and small uplink scheduling granularity. On one hand, NB-IoT is insensitive to latency, which enables more user access
and user context. This allows around 50K terminals in a cell at the same time, while a
large number of terminals stay in the sleep state, and the context information is maintained
by the base station and core network. Once a device has data to send, it can quickly switch
into the activated state. On the other hand, 2G/3G/4G systems have a large scheduling
granularity, but due to the narrow bandwidth of NB-IoT, the granularity is smaller. The
smaller the bandwidth, the smaller the uplink scheduling granularity. Single-tone NB-IoT
uplink transmission has two alternative bandwidth, 3.75 kHz and 15 kHz. In the same
resource situation, the utilization of resources will increase.
Massive connection capability requires independent access congestion control and optimization of the core network. NB-IoT can coexist with the current LTE and GSM. When
NB-IoT is deployed in the 900 MHz LTE band, there is a case of NB-IoT and LTE common control, common BBU (baseband unit), etc. Because the typical number of users per
cell of LTE is 400, undoubtedly, there is a need to design an independent access and
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congestion control algorithm for NB-IoT. Moreover, even if the terminals go into the
PSM sleeping state, the core network still needs to hold all the user's context data. Therefore, the massive permanent online users create new optimization requirements for the
core network, regarding user context management, subscription, or the allocation of IP
addresses. Compared to 4G, NB-IoT core network business suffers a strong burst, may
be the user devices of a business service concentrated transmit and receive data at the
same time, for example, smart metering services need to upload the user data in specific
time of the month. This puts forward new requirements on core network equipment capacity and overload control.

3.4

NB-IoT numerology

3.4.1 Deployment modes
According to the NB-IoT PRB localization, three different operation modes can be defined: in-band, guard band, stand-alone [3][19]. From Figure 3.9, we can see that NB-IoT
system can either occupy 1 PRB in LTE resources in the in-band option or exploit the
unused guard band of LTE as transmission resource in the guard band option. In case of
stand-alone, NB-IoT occupies a reframed GSM carrier. This model is also called ECGSM-IoT.

Figure 3.9 NB-IoT deployment options
We can summarize the different features of the three deployment modes as [25]:



Spectrum: Need to consider coexistence with LTE system for in-band and guardband operation regarding, e.g., interference avoidance, RF specifications. Standalone mode has independent spectrum.
Base-station power: Stand-alone mode adopts a high downlink power, up to 20
W, while guard-band and in-band operation rely on LTE power without independent power control.
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Coverage: Stand-alone has a slightly larger coverage range, PBCH can reach
167.3 dB with 3 dB margin; coverage is slightly smaller with a limited PBCH of
161.1 dB in in-band and guard-band operation mode.
 Peak data rate: in general, Guard-band=In-band<Stand-alone.
 Latency: All meet the requirements, Stand-alone< Guard band<In-band.
 Current state: Stand-alone deployed by Vodafone in countries without LTE. Only
Korea Telecom considers testing and validation Guard-band operation. Most
LTE FDD operators have adopted the in-band operation scheme.

3.4.2 Frame structure
For communication systems, the physical layer frame structure is one of the underlying
designs that determines basic principle of resource scheduling. The physical layer frame
structure includes the frequency domain structure and the time domain structure.
Downlink
According to the system requirements of NB-IoT, the downlink radio frequency receiving
bandwidth of the terminal is 180 kHz. Because of downlink 15kHz subcarrier spacing,
NB-IoT keeps the original LTE design of downlink multiple access, frame structure and
physical resource unit. [25]
In frequency domain, NB-IoT contains 12 available subcarriers with 15 kHz subcarrier
spacing, which is illustrated in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10 Frequency domain specifics
In time domain, NB-IoT has a slot length of 0.5 ms, and there are 7 symbols in each slot
(see Figure 2.2 (a)). The basic scheduling unit is a subframe, two slots constitute a subframe, each radio frame includes 10 subframes. Hyper frame, new defined frame structure,
contains 1024 × 1024 radio frames (up to 3h). In order to further save power, eDRx extends the paging cycle, and the terminal meets the goal of saving power by less paging
messages. [25]
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Uplink
In frequency domain, NB-IoT occupation bandwidth is 180 kHz. The uplink supports
multitone and single-tone transmission and uses π/2 BPSK or π/4 QPSK modulation to
lower the PAPR. Multitone transmission utilizes SC-FDMA based on 15 kHz subcarrier
spacing, while single-tone scheme enables 3.75 kHz and 15 kHz bandwidth two alternative subcarrier spacings. Single-tone means that only one subcarrier is carrying each
user’s data, which is like a single OFDM subcarrier modulation. The 3.75 kHz in-band
case will inherently interfere with LTE system and, therefore, effectively power control
is important to keep the interference to neighbor LTE PRB at an acceptable level. On the
other hand, all the 15 kHz cases maintain orthogonality, and they can coexist with the
LTE system. However, the NB-IoT signal needs to be well-synchronized to the LTE network to reach this. [3][25]
15 kHz subcarrier spacing: maximum support for 12 subcarriers, and the frame structure
will be consistent with the LTE. We can schedule one or multiple subcarriers to transmission.
3.75 kHz subcarrier spacing: the newly defined frame structure supports the maximum of
48 subcarriers within the 180 kHz band. It brings two advantages: On the one hand, compared to 15 kHz, 3.75 kHz will have considerably higher PSD, which will translate into
coverage. On the other hand, within the limited 180 kHz spectrum resource, the scheduling resource is extended from the original 12 subcarriers to 48 subcarriers, which can
provide more flexible scheduling (see Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.11 Frame structure for 3.75 kHz and 15 kHz subcarrier spacing cases
In time domain, the basic time resource unit of uplink is slot. For the 15 kHz subcarrier
spacing, 1 slot=0.5 ms, which is consistent with LTE. But for 3.75 kHz subcarrier spacing,
1 slot=2 ms.
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4. SYSTEM MODEL

4.1

Overview

This system model is based on NB-IoT in-band operation, and generally basic system
model is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The uplink model contains two sub-band signals, which
utilize SC-FDMA for NB-IoT and OFDM for LTE. We simulate LTE by OFDM, because
most of the 5G uplink users (especially the ones with a good channel and high data rate)
will use OFDM also in uplink. SC-FDMA will be used only for extreme pathloss (cell
edge) cases. So OFDM model is quite relevant and more straightforward. Our main target
is to verify whether the filtered sub-band method can support asynchronous uplink NBIoT transmission next to OFDM subcarriers in adjacent LTE resource blocks.

Figure 4.1 Basic in-band system block diagram
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Table 4.1 summarizes the system configuration. The simulation bandwidth is 1.4 MHz,
which contains 5 PRBs of LTE signal and 1 PRB for NB-IoT. Both NB-IoT and LTE
have the same subcarrier spacing. In Release 13, NB-IoT in-band operation is based on
the SC-FDMA waveform, but SC-FDMA waveform has high out-of-band emission, similar to OFDM of the cellular uplink, and the signals will interfere each other, unless they
are perfectly synchronized. To increase the spectrum concentration, we can use the filtered OFDM waveform, proposed by Huawei, to suppress the spectrum leakage.
For the sake of simplification, we put the NB-IoT spectrum centered at DC (see Figure
4.2 (a)). In this way, we can design a low pass filter for the NB-IoT signal, and use the
same filter as matched filter on the receiver side. In practical implementation, NB-IoT
PRB should schedule exactly one PRB, which cannot be DC-centered (see Figure 4.2 (b)).
In this case, we can shift the filter of NB-IoT to be centered at the target PRB by multiplying its impulse response with the complex exponential 𝑒 𝑗∗2∗𝜋∗𝑓∗𝑛/𝑁_𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑇 , where f is
the center frequency of the target PRB.
Table 4.1 System parameters
General parameters

Value

System bandwidth

1.4 MHz

Number of PRBs

6

FFT size

128

Subcarrier spacing

15 KHz

Total CP length in a slot

0.5T

Subframe length

1 ms

Sampling rate

1.92 MHz

Symbols/Subframe

14

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2 The blue and yellow color indicates the LTE and NB-IoT respectively, each
strip has 12 subcarriers. (a) The NB-IoT PRB centered in LTE band with half of an LTE
PRB on both sides. (b) In practical, we allocate NB-IoT to a PRB with index 1 to 6.
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In one slot, which has 1.92MHz × 0.5ms = 960 samples, we need to add the total CP
length of 960 − 7 × 128 = 64. Thus, the CP length is 10 for first OFDM symbol and 9
for the other 6 symbols. We perform the CP adding along with the parallel to series (P/S)
process, which is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 CP adding and P/S process: 1. Take the last ten samples of first column and
put the ten samples in the first ten samples place. 2. Perform the same process with nine
samples for columns two to seven. 3. Repeating steps 1 and 2 for each slot.

4.2

System aspects

Table 4.2 illustrates the specific configurations of NB-IoT and LTE signals. We can see
that the NB-IoT signal utilizes π/2-BPSK modulation with SC-FDMA. Compared with
BPSK, π/2-BPSK modulation has lower peak to average power ratio (PAPR), which is
an additional method to minimize PAPR.
Table 4.2 NB-IoT and LTE configuration
Type
NB-IoT
LTE

Modulation

Active
Scs

π/2-BPSK

10 or 12

QPSK (4QAM),
64QAM

60

Waveform Filter type

Equalizer Channel

SC-FDMA

Low pass

Zero-forcing

AWGN

OFDM

High pass

Zero-forcing

AWGN

4.2.1 π/2-BPSK
In R1-1613597, k*pi BPSK (e.g., 0.5*pi BPSK or 0.25*pi QPSK) was proposed as an
additional PAPR minimization method.
At first, let’s have an in-depth consideration of the π/2-BPSK modulation scheme. You
may think that it just rotates the phase by π/2 from the normal BPSK constellation, however, the π/2-BPSK scheme is a mix of normal and π/2 phase rotated BPSK constellation.
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More specifically, we define the transmission sequence (size [1920, 1] in our case) where
odd index and even index constellations are normal BPSK and π/2 phase shift BPSK,
respectively [26][27][28]. Figure 4.4 shows a transmission sequence with π/2-BPSK
modulation. The signal generation could utilize the Matlab diag function instead of for
loop, which can improve the code efficiency.

Figure 4.4 π/2-BPSK modulation scheme

4.2.2 Transmission end signals and AWGN channel
NB-IoT signal is based on the SC-FDMA scheme, which needs a scaling factor sqrt(1/Nsc)
to keep the signal power level same as OFDM (see Figure 4.5). This is caused by the DFT
(FFT) process before the IFFT operation.

Figure 4.5 Scaling factor effect on SC-FDMA spectrum. Nsc is the number of subcarriers
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After generating the transmission end signal (see Figure 4.6), we add the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) to the system. AWGN can help us to analyze the noise immunity
of the system. The reason is:
1. Gaussian white noise can be expressed by a specific mathematical expression, easy
to derive analysis and implementation.
2. Gaussian white noise does reflect the additive noise in the real channel, and simulates
the random process of the nature.

Figure 4.6 Transmission end signal PSDs with AWGN. The NB-IoT signal utilizes 10
active subcarriers and two guard tones, LTE signal has 60 active subcarriers. Upper: 1
PRB NB-IoT UEs data, DC-centered. Middle: 5 PRBs LTE UEs data with 1 PRB reserved
for NB-IoT. Lower: Joint PSD of the two sub-bands signals.
Before we add the AWGN, let’s have an in-depth discussion about the noise scaling factor,
since it is a basic and essential part to get correct bit error ratio (BER) metrics in Monte
Carlo simulations. At the transmission end, signals are transmitted in the form of symbols.
Noise is easily generated based on 𝐸𝑠 /𝑁0 (energy per symbol to noise power spectral
density) as the following equation:
𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = 10

𝐸 1
− 𝑠

𝑁0 20

× 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒

(4.1)

Here ‘noise’ means a zero-mean unit-variance-noise sequence and the received signal is
assumed to have unit variance. The connection between 𝐸𝑠 (energy per symbols) and 𝐸𝑏
(energy per bit) can be written as:
𝐸𝑠 = 𝐺 ∙ 𝐸𝑏

(4.2)
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where G is the number of bits per symbol. The practical BER performance metric is based
on 𝐸𝑏 /𝑁0 (energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio), thus, we need to find the
relationship between 𝐸𝑏 /𝑁0 and S/N (i.e. SNR), where S is the signal variance and N
is the noise variance. This is caused by the time domain and frequency domain overheads
of the transmission scheme. In the time domain, CPs are added to the transmitted sequence. On the other hand, some subcarriers, without carrying data bits, are served as
guard tones in the frequency domain. [29][30]
Since the added CP does not carry any additional information, the transmitted symbol
contains both useful and overhead energy [31]. The bit energy represents the energy only
contained in useful symbol period. Figure 4.7 shows the CP addition process for one
symbol. We can see that symbol energy is spread over time 𝑇𝑔 + 𝑇𝑏 , which length is
𝑁𝑐𝑝 + 𝑁 samples, where N is the IFFT size. Moreover, the bits energy is spread over the
time Tb, which contains N bits. Thus, for a 𝑁𝑎𝑐𝑡 active subcarriers OFDM or SC-FDMA
signal, the signal variance can be given by:
S= 𝑁𝑎𝑐𝑡 ∙ 𝑇

𝐸𝑠

𝐸𝑠

= 𝑁𝑎𝑐𝑡 ∙ 𝑇𝑏 ∙ 𝑇

𝑔 +𝑇𝑏

𝑇𝑏

𝑔 +𝑇𝑏

(4.3)

equivalent bits ratio is easy to deploy:
S= 𝑁𝑎𝑐𝑡 ∙

𝐸𝑠
𝑁

∙𝑁

𝑁

𝑐𝑝 +𝑁

(4.4)

,

and the noise variance N:
N = 𝑁0 ∙ 𝑊 =

𝑁0
𝑇𝑏

=

𝑁0

where W is the total bandwidth.

Figure 4.7 Time domain overhead
Thus,
S/N =

𝐸𝑆
𝑁0

∙ 𝑁𝑎𝑐𝑡 ∙ 𝑁

𝑁

𝑐𝑝 +𝑁

𝑁

,

(4.5)
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=𝐺∙

𝐸𝑏
𝑁0

∙ 𝑁𝑎𝑐𝑡 ∙

𝑁
𝑁𝑐𝑝 +𝑁

.

(4.6)

The simulation noise scaling factor K can be calculated by:
𝐾 = √S/N ∙ 10−𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ⁄10 ,

(4.7)

for the sake of generating the required SNR, we assume the noise bandwidth is equal to
the signal bandwidth.
From Figure 4.8, we can observe that the simulated result accords with the theoretical
BPSK bit error rate, the theoretical BER model of BPSK is given by:
1

𝐸

𝑃𝑏,𝐵𝑃𝑆𝐾 = 2 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐(√𝑁𝑏 ).
0

(4.8)

Figure 4.8 BER curve comparison based on BPSK

4.3

Implementation of Filtered OFDM

As we mentioned before, Figure 4.1 presents a NB-IoT system block diagram for in-band
operation, which is a typical OFDM/SC-FDMA system. In most cases, the LTE signal
has higher power level in the base-station receiver than the NB-IoT signal, in order to
support higher-order modulation. Then the NB-IoT signal performance will be limited by
the higher OOBE of the LTE transmission. This is critical in asynchronous transmission,
because strict time-frequency alignment of different uplink users’ signals at the base-station receiver is required to maintain orthogonality. Thus, we use filtered OFDM waveform, a promising 5G waveform candidate, reducing potential inter-carrier interference
due to asynchronous operation or mixed numerologies [6][7].
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To simply analysis, we consider one sub-band Tx part in Figure 4.1. The transmission
signal can be written by:
𝑥(𝑛) = [∑𝐿−1
𝑙=0 𝑠𝑙 (𝑛 − 𝑙(𝑁 + 𝑁𝑐𝑝 ))] ∗ 𝑓(𝑛),

(4.9)

with
′

+𝐾−1
𝑠𝑙 (n) = ∑𝑘𝑘=𝑘
𝑑𝑙,𝑘 𝑒
′

𝑗2𝜋𝑘𝑛
𝑁

, −𝑁𝑐𝑝 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁,

where 𝑁𝑐𝑝 is the CP length, 𝑑𝑙,𝑘 denotes the data symbol of kth subcarrier and lth OFDM
symbol, and 𝑓(𝑛) means the corresponding sub-band filter impulse response. In case of
SC-FDMA, 𝑑𝑙,𝑘 are the values obtained from the DFT.
Filter design
The filter design is a key element of the f-OFDM system. In this thesis work, we utilize
the following filter types: windowing method, root-raised-cosine (RRC), and equiripple
design, which were mentioned in Section 2.3.2.
Windowed sinc filters: We consider applying Hann window and Hamming window w(n)
to approximate the ideal low-pass filter 𝑝𝐵 (𝑛), i.e.
(4.10)

𝑓𝐵 (𝑛) ≜ 𝑝𝐵 (𝑛) ∙ 𝑤(𝑛),
where 𝑝𝐵 (𝑛) is ideal low-pass filter 𝑝𝐵 (𝑛) =

𝑤𝑐 sin(𝑤𝑐 𝑛)
𝜋

𝑤𝑐 𝑛

. The specific expression for

Hann window is:
𝑤(𝑛) = 0.5 (1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠

2𝜋𝑛
𝑀

),

(4.11)

where, M is filter length. In our case, we need a fairly narrow transition bandwidth, in
order to combine NB-IoT and LTE PRB’s without too much guard-band. For the stopband
attenuation, 20 dB was found to be sufficient. Owing to the centered model of the NBIoT PRB, we simply utilize the low-pass filter for NB-IoT and high-pass filter for LTE.
[32]
Figure 4.9 presents an example of a NB-IoT low-pass filter based on the configuration of
Table 4.3. Although the Hann windowed sinc filter has a quickly decaying impulse response, its stopband attenuation is the smallest (see Table 4.4). Actually, the Hann windowed filter needs at least four transition band subcarriers. Thus, in the following experiments, we test the RRC and equiripple filters only.
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Table 4.3 Filter configuration for NB-IoT
Parameters
Subcarrier spacing (kHz)
NB-IoT bandwidth (kHz)
Sampling frequency (MHz)
Transition band subcarriers
Passband edge (kHz)
Stopband edge (kHz)

Value
15
180
1.92
2
4*15
6*15

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9 (a) Impulse responses of different filters, (b) Frequency responses of different
filters
Table 4.4 Different filters features based on the configuration of Table 4.3
Case
Hann-windowed
RRC
Equiripple

Passband ripple (dB)
1.3253
1.1381
0.4152

Stopband attenuation (dB)
14
24
25

After designing a sub-band filter with good characteristics, then we need considering subband signal filtering. The implementation process can be carried out in the time domain,
or in the frequency domain. Time domain filtering is achieved by linear convolution. Assuming that the filter impulse response is 𝑓′(𝑛) with length 𝑀 + 1, then the filtering operation can be expressed by:
′
𝑦(𝑛) = 𝑥(𝑛) ∗ 𝑓 ′ (𝑛) = ∑𝑀
𝑚=0 𝑥(𝑛 − 𝑚) 𝑓 (𝑚).

(4.12)

In the filtered OFDM system, a longer filter could be used to obtain a lower out-of-band
spectral leakage, but it could destroy the time domain orthogonality between successive
OFDM symbols. At the same time, to ensure the continuity of the sub-band signal filtering,
we need to remove the delay caused by the convolution process. In this way, the continuity of the filtering process can be guaranteed, and the specific implementation process is
shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 Time-domain filtering process assuming that the filter length 𝑴 + 𝟏 is odd.
Assuming the total length of the data is N, then the total number of complex multiplications of time-domain filtering is in the order of N*M. In f-OFDM, to control sub-band
interference, the filter length M is usually relatively large, which causes a high computation complexity in the filtering operation. For the sake of time-domain filtering complexity, the filtering process can be realized in the frequency-domain with a significantly
lower complexity.[34][35][36]
As for LTE band, when the NB-IoT PSD is significantly lower than that of LTE, NB-IoT
performance will be affected. Therefore, the LTE band also needs to be filtered. Since we
reserved one PRB wide DC-centered resource for NB-IoT UEs (see Figure 4.2), we can
deploy LTE a high pass filter with stopband and transition bands within the NB-IoT PRB,
minimizing the impact on the original spectrum of LTE. Due to the transition band localization, we can design the LTE filter as the complementary highpass filter of lowpass
filter of NB-IoT. Assuming that symmetric, linear-phase FIR filters of length 𝑀 + 1 (odd)
are used, this solution can be written as:
𝑀

𝐻𝐻𝑃 (𝑧) = 𝑧 − 2 − 𝐻𝐿𝑃 (𝑧).

(4.13)

4.3.1 Symmetrical filtering process
To effectively filter the subcarriers, we need to consider the exact location of the transition band edges. For example, the following figure shows NB-IoT filtering process (LTE
filtering process is similar), NB-IoT has 10 active subcarriers without DC, and has one
guard tone on both sides. Assume we select filter configuration with passband edge is
four, and stopband edge is six (see the red lines contour). To perform the symmetrical
filter process, we shift the signal spectrum to the right side with 0.5 subcarrier spacing
before filtering it. In Figure 4.11, the black line represents subcarriers and short blue line
on the outside of the black line is guard tone.
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Figure 4.11 Symmetric lowpass filter model for NB-IoT
After the filtering process, the filtered signal needs to be shifted back correspondingly.
The overall process is given by:
𝑦(𝑛) = [(𝑥(𝑛) ∙ 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋(0.5∆𝑓)𝑛 ) ∗ ℎ(𝑛)] ∙ 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋(−0.5∆𝑓)𝑛

4.4

(4.14)

PAPR

OFDM signal can be seen as a sum many subcarrier tones with independent amplitude
and phase factors. This cause a much higher peak value in time domain than that in a
single-carrier system. Undeniably, the high PAPR characteristic is one of the most unfavorable aspects in OFDM system, which results the OFDM system suffering from signalto-quantization noise ratio (SQNR) decrease both in analog-digital converter (ADC) and
digital-analog converter (DAC). Moreover, nonlinear distortion is most likely to occur in
the transmitter power amplifier (PA) with high PAPR waveforms, so this problem will
bring great challenges to the PA design, especially for the mobile terminal. [18]
PAPR is maximum squared magnitude value of a baseband signal divided by average
value of this signal (also known as mean-squared value), i.e.,
𝑚𝑎𝑥 |𝑠(𝑡)|2

𝛾𝑐 = 0≤𝑡≤𝑇
=
𝐸{|𝑠(𝑡)|2 }

𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑠(𝑡)𝑠 ∗ (𝑡)}
𝐸{𝑠(𝑡)𝑠 ∗ (𝑡)}

,

(4.15)
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where T is the symbol interval, and ()* represent a complex conjugate operation. The real
part and image part probability distribution functions (PDFs) of OFDM signal follows
Gaussian distribution, which makes OFDM signal waveform similar to Gaussian noise.
As an example, Figure 4.12 shows the PDF of a 12 subcarriers OFDM signal, using BPSK
modulation.

Figure 4.12 PDF of the real part (upper) and imaginary part (lower) of an OFDM signal.
In practice, we utilize the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) to
evaluate the PAPR characteristics of a signal. Firstly, the average power level is supposed
to be normalized to 1. Secondly, we define that horizontal and vertical axis are power
level [dB] and the corresponding CCDF, respectively. The PAPR curve (see Figure 4.13)
gives the probability (read from CCDF vertical axis) of the power level reaching or exceeding from the value on the horizontal axis.
In the literature, there are numerous methods for mitigating the high PAPR of OFDM
signals, but these methods usually increase the complexity of system. In this thesis, the
PAPR is mitigated by the π/2-BPSK SC-FDMA method. Figure 4.13 presents a PAPR
comparison between BPSK SC-FDMA and π/2-BPSK SC-FDMA. This simulation case
is based on 12 subcarriers, 14 symbols, and 128 points IFFT. As it can be seen in Figure
4.13, the peak power level of those signals reaches or exceeds 4.9 dB and 6.5 dB respectively. It is obvious that the π/2-BPSK SC-FDMA scheme brings approximately 1.6 dB
lower peak power level.
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Figure 4.13 PAPR comparison between π/2 BPSK and BPSK based SC-FDMA signals.

4.5

Matched filtering

Since the in-band deployment model is generated by combination of NB-IoT and LTE
sub-bands, the receiver signal processing is divided into two sub-band branches after the
corresponding sub-band matched filtering process. The received signal at base-station can
be written as:
𝑦(𝑛) = ∑𝐷
𝑖=1 𝑠𝑖 (𝑛 − 𝑛𝑖 ) ∗ ℎ𝑖 (𝑛) + 𝑧(𝑛),

(4.16)

where 𝑛𝑖 denotes the delay between 𝑈𝐸𝑖 and base-station, ℎ𝑖 (𝑛) is channel impulse response between 𝑈𝐸𝑖 and base-station, 𝑧(𝑛) is the additive Gaussian noise, and D is the
number of uplink users. The matched filter filtered sub-band signal can express as:
𝑦 ′ 𝑖 (𝑛) = 𝑦(𝑛) ∗ 𝑓𝑖∗ (−𝑛),

(4.17)

where 𝑓𝑖∗ (−𝑛) is the i sub-band filter in receiver side, which is matched to the transmitter
filter.
There are two main benefits of sub-band matched filtering. One is that the matched filter
can filter out interference from the other sub-band signals while keeping the target subband signal. For example, the NB-IoT data locates at low-frequency part in our system
model, and we use the same low-pass filter on the receiver side to filter out the highfrequency components due to LTE. On the other hand, the signal-to-noise ratio of the
received signal can be maximized by correctly performing the signal detection. The receiver processing is done separately for each user’s signal. In this way, the receiver complexity is related to the number of users.
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4.6

Equalizer

The channel transfer function is a random process due to the existence of frequency selective fading, Doppler shift, etc. In order to address this problem and compensate the
filtering effect, we first need to estimate the channel effect on each active subcarrier. The
channel estimation is commonly based on pilots, which are specific transmitted data symbols known by the receiver.
Channel model
The multipath channel model can be written as:
𝐿

𝑝
ℎ(𝑡) = ∑𝑐=1 ℎ𝑐 (𝑡)𝛿(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑐 (𝑡)).

(4.18)

Here, we can assume that the multipath gains ℎ𝑐 (𝑡) and multipath delays 𝜏𝑐 (𝑡) are constant in a OFDM symbol time interval. For the simulation experiments reported later, we
select the ITU-R Vehicular-A channel model, the parameters of which are presented in
Table 4.5. In our system model, the cyclic prefix length is 4.69 × 10−6 𝑠, which is greater
than that of the maximum multipath delay (2.51 × 10−6 𝑠). Therefore, we can assume that
there is no ISI between adjacent OFDM symbols. Then the OFDM system is equivalent
to 𝑋𝑁−1 parallel flat-fading transmission system, as shown in Figure 4.14.
The frequency domain channel response at the mth carrier frequency of the nth OFDM
symbol can be expressed as:
𝐿

𝑝
𝐻𝑚𝑛 = ∑𝑐=1
ℎ𝑐 (𝑛)𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑗2𝜋𝑚

𝜏𝑐 (𝑛)
𝑇

).

(4.19)

Figure 4.14 Equivalent model for frequency-selective multipath channel when the CP
length exceed the channel delay spread.
After CP removal and FFT processing on the receiver side, we can get the received signal
of the mth carrier frequency of the nth OFDM symbol as:
𝑌𝑚𝑛 = 𝐻𝑚𝑛 𝑋𝑚𝑛 + 𝑁𝑚𝑛 ,

(4.20)
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where 𝑁𝑚𝑛 is the AWGN at the FFT output.
Table 4.5 Veh-A channel model.
Type
Path delays (s)
Path gains (dB)

Values
[0 310 710 1090 1730 2510]*1e-9
[0 -1 -9 -10 -15 -20]

Zero-forcing Equalization
Typically, the medium through which the OFDM signal passes from a transmitter to a
receiver is viewed as a time-varying multipath channel. The channel estimation should be
able to estimate the channel response of subcarriers at any time. The structure of the
OFDM signal enables us to use the time-frequency two-dimensional estimation method.
And the correlation of the wireless channel in the time-domain and the frequency-domain
allows us to place pilots on a limited number of OFDM symbols and subcarriers. Here
we do not consider using the guard interval for channel estimation. In an OFDM system,
the general equalization method has two types: frequency-domain equalization and timedomain equalization. Frequency-domain equalization means equalizing the received signal after the FFT process in the receiver. On the contrary, time-domain equalization equalizes the receiver signal before the FFT process of receiver. Since the CP length is greater
than the maximum channel delay spread, we select the frequency-domain equalization,
which is used in practically all OFDM systems. [37]
The de-multiplex Y(k) of received samples y(n) is
1

−
𝑌(𝑘) = 𝐷𝐹𝑇{𝑦(𝑛)} = 𝑁 ∑𝑁−1
𝑛=0 𝑦(𝑛)𝑒

𝑗2𝜋𝑘𝑛
𝑁

, 𝑘 = 0, 1, … , 𝑁 − 1

(4.21)

= 𝑋(𝑘)𝐻(𝑘) + 𝑊(𝑘)
where H(k) denotes a channel or a filter frequency response, W(k) is AWGN noise. The
frequency domain zero-forcing equalizer C(k) is implemented in the de-multiplex data:
𝑌𝑍𝐹 (𝑘) = 𝑌(𝑘)𝐶(𝑘)

(4.22)

a) Equalization with AWGN channel
We calculate the corresponding filter frequency response F(k), and use it to get the channel equalizer weights to minimize the filtering effect on active subcarriers. The zero-forcing equalizer is expressed as:
𝐶(𝑘) = 1/𝐹(𝑘)

(4.23)

In this case, we do not consider minimizing the effects of AWGN, but the results are
acceptability and the implementation is straightforward.
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b) Equalization with frequency-selective channel
̂𝑃 (𝑘) for
On the receiver side, we calculate the pilots based equalization coefficients 𝐶
each active subcarrier, compensating the joint amplitude attenuation and phase rotation
caused by channel transform function and the filters [38][39]. We generate BPSK training
symbols on the transmitter side, packed with UEs data symbols and transmitted through
the channel. Then, estimate the received pilot based equalization coefficients in simplified
scenarios where the interference leakage effects are absent. The received pilots are obtained by {𝑌(𝑘)} and then the channel estimation can be written as
̂𝑃 (𝑘) =
1/𝐶

𝑌𝑃 (𝑘)
𝑋𝑃 (𝑘)

𝑊(𝑘)

+𝑋

𝑃 (𝑘)

(4.24)

This is done in order to avoid working out channel estimation enhancements for the practical scenarios where the interference is present. The results are anyway closer to reality
than those based on the common assumption of ideal channel knowledge.

4.7

Power level model

To avoid the near-far problem, we need to control the power levels of users at different
distance from the base station. However, for uplink power control, a higher power level
will increase the interference to each other. The target spectrum density (i.e., subcarrier
power levels) depend on the modulation order and code rate, based on the required SNR
for sufficient performance. This could be based on LTE specs, but to simplify things, we
can just use the SNR required ideally for 1% uncoded BER for BPSK, QPSK and 64QAM
(see Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.15 Ideal BER curves for BPSK, QPSK and 64QAM, and required SNRs for 1%
uncoded BER.
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We can see when the BER target is set at 0.01, the BPSK, QPSK and 64QAM optimal
power levels corresponding to the SNRs of 4.3 dB, 7.3 dB, and 19.8 dB, respectively. In
uplink transmission, base-station may experience significant variations from the optimum.
Assuming ±12 dB relative power variations, we can summarize the optimum and critical
testing cases as follows:
Optimum power test cases:
 NB-IoT and LTE/QPSK at optimum level: 4.3-7.3=-3 dB. Average power of NBIoT subcarriers is 3 dB weaker than that of LTE.
 NB-IoT and LTE/64QAM at optimum level: 4.3-19.8=-15.5 dB. Average power
of NB-IoT subcarriers is 15.5 dB weaker than that of LTE.
Critical test cases:
1. NB-IoT
 NB-IoT 12 dB weaker than optimum with LTE/QPSK: 4.3-12-7.3=-15 dB. Average power of NB-IoT subcarriers is 15 dB weaker than that of LTE.
 NB-IoT 12 dB weaker than optimum with LTE/64QAM: 4.3-12-19.8=-27.5 dB.
Average power of NB-IoT subcarriers is 27.5 dB weaker than that of LTE.
2. LTE
 NB-IoT 12 dB stronger than optimum with LTE/QPSK: 4.3+12-7.3=9 dB. Average NB-IoT subcarrier is 9 dB stronger than LTE subcarrier.
 NB-IoT 12 dB stronger than optimum with LTE/64QAM: 4.3+12-19.8=-3.5 dB.
Average NB-IoT subcarrier is 3.5 dB weaker than LTE subcarrier.
Therefore, we can summarize testing cases in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6 The average subcarrier power scaling, K is the scaled signal average subcarrier power difference, 𝑲 = 𝑷𝒂𝒗𝑵𝑩−𝑰𝒐𝑻 − 𝑷𝒂𝒗𝑳𝑻𝑬 .
Case
Optimum test K (dB)
NB-IoT critical test K (dB)
LTE critical test K (dB)

4QAM

64QAM

-3
-15
9

-15.5
-27.5
-3.5
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5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1

AWGN channel testing

We simulate the NB-IoT in-band mode performance under configurations defined by Table 4.1and Table 4.2, assuming the worst CFO and TO between the two sub-bands, i.e.,
0.5 subcarrier spacing and 0.5 symbol duration, respectively. In addition, suitable filters
are selected from the following filter candidates: 1. Windowed sinc filter includes Hann
window, Hamming window, Huawei proposed 0.6-powered raised cosine (0.6 RC) window [34][35], 2. Equiripple filter, 3. RRC. As we mentioned before, we put the NB-IoT
PRB symmetrically around 0-frequency, and the filter transition bandwidth should be
fairly narrow.
Therefore, we test all the filters with a reasonable configuration: length 97, passband edge
4*15 kHz, stopband edge 6*15 kHz. At first, let’s have a look at the NB-IoT critical
environmental testing, and select the most suitable filter types for further simulations.
Figure 5.1 shows a BER comparison for NB-IoT with different filter types under the
worst-case scenario, 64QAM LTE 12 dB over the optimum power level.

Figure 5.1 NB-IoT BER performance comparison with different filter types under 64QAM
critical power level case. 0.6 RC means Huawei proposed 0.6 powered raised cosine filter.
CFO testing: NB-IoT synchronized and LTE has 0.5 SC frequency offset.
From the results of this NB-IoT critical power testing case, we can see that windowed
sinc method filter is inferior to equiripple filter and RRC filter performance in the in-band
NB-IoT mode. Therefore, we select RRC and equiripple filters for more complete simulation studies.
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5.1.1 RRC filter
In this simulation scenario, we use root raised cosine (RRC) filter for both NB-IoT and
LTE signals. The RRC filter transition band is symmetric around 5*15 kHz, transition
bands 5*15 +/- k* 7.5 kHz. In our testing, k ranges from 1 to 3, and uses different k values
for NB-IoT and LTE.
In general, the RRC filtered NB-IoT signal’s PAPR curves (see Figure 5.2) show reduced
probabilities for up to about 4.6 PAPR, while the probabilities for higher PAPR’s are
considerably increased and this increase is higher with small roll-offs. It can be expected
that the PA design is somewhat more relaxed in the RRC filtering cases, but more detailed
studies would be needed to verify this conclusion.

Figure 5.2 PAPR comparison of RRC filtered NB-IoT with different transition bandwidths.
From the error-rate performance results of Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, we conclude that
sub-band filtering effectively reduces the interference leakage between NB-IoT and LTE,
when the system in the presence of severe CFO. Compared to the reference case (no synchronization errors, no filtering), the performance loss at 1 % BER level is in the order of
1 dB or less, except for the critical test cases with 64QAM. In this scenario and LTEcritical test case (Figure 5.4 (d)), the LTE performance loss is about 2 dB, while in the
NB-IoT critical test case (Figure 5.3 (d)), the NB-IoT performance loss is quite significant.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 5.3 NB-IoT CFO error tolerance comparison based on different RRC filter
designs. NB-IoT synchronized transmission and LTE with 0.5 SC CFO. (a) 4QAM at
optimum power level. (b) 4QAM with 12 dB over optimum power level. (c) 64QAM at
optimum power level. (d) 64QAM with 12 dB over optimum power level.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
(d)
Figure 5.4 LTE CFO errors tolerance comparison based on different RRC filter designs.
LTE synchronized transmission and NB-IoT with 0.5 SC CFO. (a) LTE with 4QAM; NBIoT at optimum power level. (b) LTE with 4QAM; NB-IoT 12 dB over optimum power
level. (c) LTE with 64QAM; NB-IoT at optimum power level. (d) LTE with 64QAM; NBIoT 12 dB over optimum power level.
Regarding the effect of the roll-off of the RRC filter, as the roll-off (k-value) increases,
and the NB-IoT capability is slightly improved, but LTE capability is slightly reduced.
Next, we check timing offset capability.
We can see that Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 TO testing results resemble CFO results. The
tolerance of timing error is dramatically improved, especially when the power difference
of interference source is large. In addition, the different k value has slightly difference in
LTE TO testing.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
(d)
Figure 5.5 NB-IoT TO error tolerance comparison based on different RRC filter designs.
NB-IoT synchronized transmission and LTE with 0.5 symbol duration TO. (a) 4QAM at
optimum power level. (b) 4QAM with 12 dB over optimum power level. (c) 64QAM at
optimum power level. (d) 64QAM with 12 dB over optimum power level.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 5.6 LTE TO errors tolerance comparison based on different RRC filter designs.
LTE synchronized transmission and NB-IoT with 0.5 symbol duration timing offset. (a)
LTE with 4QAM; NB-IoT at optimum power level. (b) LTE with 4QAM; NB-IoT 12 dB
over optimum power level. (c) LTE with 64QAM; NB-IoT at optimum power level. (d)
LTE with 64QAM; NB-IoT 12 dB over optimum power level.
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5.1.2 Equiripple filter
We consider a fairly narrow transition band in equiripple filter design, like 2 to 3 subcarriers with different combinations. In the following results like [4, 6], which denotes the
filter with a 4*15 kHz passband edge and 6*15 kHz stopband edge. Firstly, we have a
check of CFO effects with different filter configurations.
Figure 5.7 exhibits the PAPR curves of equiripple filtered NB-IoT signal. Although all
the filtered cases increase the probability of high PAPR, [5,7]-case presents a mild trend.
In this case, there is no active subcarriers localized at transition band.

Figure 5.7 Equiripple filtered NB-IoT with various transition bandwidth PAPR comparison.
From the Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 testing results, we found that the equiripple filter
characteristic is similar to RRC filter. Overall, the 60 kHz passband edge and 90 kHz
stopband edge filter configuration is more suitable for critical power control scenario.
Next, we examine the filtered system capability in timing offset.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 5.8 NB-IoT CFO error tolerance comparison based on mixed equiripple filter
designs. NB-IoT synchronized transmission and LTE with 0.5 SC CFO. (a) 4QAM at
optimum power level. (b) 4QAM with 12 dB over optimum power level. (c) 64QAM at
optimum power level. (d) 64QAM with 12 dB over optimum power level.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 5.9 LTE CFO error tolerance comparison based on different equiripple filter
designs. LTE synchronized transmission and NB-IoT with 0.5 SC CFO. (a) LTE with
4QAM; NB-IoT at optimum power level. (b) LTE with 4QAM; NB-IoT 12 dB over
optimum power level. (c) LTE with 64QAM; NB-IoT at optimum power level. (d) LTE
with 64QAM; NB-IoT 12 dB over optimum power level.
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Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 display the equiripple-filter filtered system TO error
tolerance results. At 1 % BER level, the filtered system performance loss is in the order
of 1 dB or less, compared to the reference case. But, sub-band filtering effectively improves the system capability in the existence of severe TO.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 5.10 NB-IoT TO error tolerance comparison based on different equalripple filter
designs. NB-IoT synchronized transmission and LTE with 0.5 symbol duration TO. (a)
4QAM at optimum power level. (b) 4QAM with 12 dB over optimum power level. (c)
64QAM at optimum power level. (d) 64QAM with 12 dB over optimum power level.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
(d)
Figure 5.11 LTE TO error tolerance comparison based on different equalripple filter
desigs. LTE synchronized transmission and NB-IoT with 0.5 symbol duration timing offset.
(a) LTE with 4QAM; NB-IoT at optimum power level. (b) LTE with 4QAM; NB-IoT 12
dB over optimum power level. (c) LTE with 64QAM; NB-IoT at optimum power level. (d)
LTE with 64QAM; NB-IoT 12 dB over optimum power level.

5.2

Veh-A channel testing

In previous simulation, we find that 4*15 kHz to 6*15 kHz transition bandwidth has a
good overall performance. In the following testing scenario with frequency-selective
channel, we just test the [4, 6] RRC filter for the system model that contains the Veh-A
channel model. In practice, the NB-IoT and LTE user’s data reaches base station in uplink
though independent channels. Therefore, different channel instances are used for NB-IoT
and LTE signals.
Experimental results (see Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13) exhibit that the channel frequency
selectivity degrades the detection performance, thus, we need to increase the Eb/No (SNR)
to obtain relatively reliable detection results. As a whole, the filtered system shows robustness to worst-case timing and frequency offsets, even under non-ideal power control.
The CFO effect is somewhat stronger than the TO effect. The performance can be found
to be acceptable, except for the NB-IoT critical and LTE critical test cases with 64QAM
modulation, especially with the worst-case CFO.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 5.12 NB-IoT error tolerance comparison based on k=2 RRC filter design. NB-IoT
synchronized transmission and LTE with 0.5 SC CFO or 0.5 symbol duration TO. (a)
4QAM at optimum power level. (b) 4QAM with 12 dB over optimum power level. (c)
64QAM at optimum power level. (d) 64QAM with 12 dB over optimum power level.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
(d)
Figure 5.13 LTE error tolerance comparison based on k=2 RRC filter design. LTE
synchronized transmission and NB-IoT with 0.5 SC CFO or 0.5 symbol duration TO. (a)
LTE with 4QAM; NB-IoT at optimum power level. (b) LTE with 4QAM; NB-IoT 12 dB
over optimum power level. (c) LTE with 64QAM; NB-IoT at optimum power level. (d)
LTE with 64QAM; NB-IoT 12 dB over optimum power level.
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1

Conclusion

Based on a new generation of cellular Internet of Things technology, this thesis focuses
on NB-IoT in-band mode enhancement. By changing the fundamental waveform, the outof-band leakage of each sub-band is significantly restrained. The experimental part
mainly includes filter designing, sub-band filtered processing, critical case testing, etc.
The main contributions and conclusions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
1. The structure of the f-OFDM system was investigated, and the feasibility of its application in the NB-IoT system was analyzed. Considering the limited in-band resources,
NB-IoT filter needs a fairly narrow transition bandwidth. Moreover, the transition
band of the LTE filter cannot affect its active subcarriers, that is, it should span NBIoT reserved resources. The high PAPR problem of f-OFDM waveform was mitigated
by π/2-BPSK modulation.
2. The filtered system error-rate performance was evaluated, in the imperfect alignment
and non-ideal power control scenarios. Although the filtered waveform slightly degrades ideal system capability, it significantly increases the system robustness to CFO
and TO with a high interference power level. This means that asynchronous transmission is supported.
3. The capability of the filtered system in multipath propagation was validated. The frequency selective fading of the ITU-R Vehicular-A channel does reduce the received
signal energy such that we need to increase the SNR scale (over 20 dB) to obtain
reliable demodulation data. The CFO effect is somewhat stronger than the TO effect.

6.2

Future work

According to previous discussion and analysis of the filtered system, we will do further
research on the following aspects:
1. The complexity of the implementation is mainly affected by the filter length, so we
can use frequency-domain filtering to reduce the computational complexity.
2. Simulate generic model with NB-IoT deployed in any PRB of LTE, and the low-pass
filter designed in this thesis needs to be shifted to the appropriate location as a bandpass filter.
3. Study low complexity PAPR suppression algorithms.
4. Combine LabVIEW and USRP for hardware simulation. Build in-band operation mode and
verify the spectral characteristics of filtered signal in the actual system. Test the PAPR characteristics of the transmitted signal.
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